Strategies for specifying form and pattern: adhesion-guided multicellular assembly.
We define a material pattern as a particular arrangement of material elements in space. We then make an effort to categorize the developmental strategies that underlie the emergence of multicellular patterns. These strategies are divided into three broad categories according to whether cell position influences or is influenced by cell fate. In that category of strategies in which cell fate influences cells to move to particular positions, we focus our attention upon morphogenetic and patterning phenomena that appear to be determined by adhesion-mediated interactions of cells with each other and with their surroundings. The differential adhesion hypothesis details how cellular adhesive properties can guide tissue movements and specify patterns of cell association. Motile, adhesive cells will naturally tend to group so as to maximize their adhesive interactions (minimize interfacial free energy). A homogeneous population of uniformly adhesive (isotropic) cells will tend toward spherical form. Cell surface adhesive anisotropies can determine other most-stable (equilibrium) configurations of the population, such as cell sheets, tubes and vesicles. Heterogeneous cell populations may preferentially either intermix or sort out, depending upon the balance of adhesive forces between like and unlike elements. The precise configuration adopted will depend upon the particular adhesive relationships that prevail. Both this end state and the approach toward it arise from the adhesive relationships among the interacting cells. Such morphogenetic phenomena as tissue spreading and the segregation of organ primordia are probably brought about in this way. We outline here some results of our recent experiments on the morphogenesis of the salamander pronephric duct. These illustrate the reality of emergent adhesion-generated tissue immiscibility as a cause of organ segregation and point toward a craniocaudally travelling adhesion gradient as the information that guides the migrating pronephric duct to the cloaca.